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Abstract
The research for the practical knowledge for school improvement is enticing and daunting. Enticing in teacher education research and international assessments of student performance as the goal is fulfilling the national hope for the future of a better society as well as correcting inequities. The daunting part is finding the correct mixtures of research, policy and programs that can guarantee the future.

Yet what if these research assumptions of school improvement have no historical validity? What if what is studied and measured as children’s knowledge and skills in science, mathematics, music, and art, for example, have nothing to do with learning these fields of knowledge?

It is this “what if” that I will explore historically. I argue that the object of the curriculum and their learning theories are to make particular kinds of people; the child is to be the citizen, the good worker, the “good” parent; they are not about learning what science and mathematics are. And the efforts to include “all children” paradoxically produce differences and division. To explore these claims, I look at the school curriculum as practice of translation, liken to The Medieval alchemy that sought to transform metals into gold in order to find the ultimate truth about the world. The school curriculum are magical transformations of the substance of physics, for example, into a social organization and psychologies of schooling. The object of the translations into school subject are making children into normal, productive and moral members of society. And the pedagogical and psychological theories generate comparative principles that differentiate and divide, excluding and abjecting in the impulse to include. Curriculum models are not historical inventions to translate disciplinary cognate fields!

If this analysis is appropriate, then the very practical and useful knowledge sought to improve teaching is impractical; impractical in relation to the social commitments of the common school.
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